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Dates To Remember

February 22-23, 2013
Qatar TESOL Conference 2013
(Doha, Qatar)

March 13-16 , 2013
2013 CCCC Convention, "The Public
Work of Composition,"
( Las Vegas, Nevada , USA)

MENAWCA Conference 2012
A Smashing Success
A very special thank you to The College of the North Atlantic in Doha, Qatar for
hosting the 3rdInternational MENAWCA conference. More than 140 participants
had access to 43 presentations. More than 13 countries and 40 institutions were
represented, making it a true international experience. The conference proved an
excellent opportunity to inform ourselves as teachers, writers and tutors. Thank
you presenters, volunteers and attendees who contributed to the success of the
conference!

Conference 2012

March 14-16 , 2013
TESOL Arabia conference
(Dubai, UAE)

June 23-28 2013

IWCA Writing Center Summer Institute
(Fort Lauderdale, USA)
See: www.writingcenters.org
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From left: Joshua Braganza (CNA-Q volunteer), Dr. Antonia Maduekwe and Dr. Nonye Ikonta
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Peer Tutor Program at Virginia
Commonwealth University in Qatar
(by Molly Mc Harg VCU-Qatar)

What’s happening
in your Writing
Center?

Front Row: Rebal Turjoman, Ardinny Razania, Mahnoor Ansari, Dania Jalees, Wanoun Yaqoob
Back Row: Byrad Yyelland, John Guthmiller, Allyson Vanstone, Jean Hodges, Elena Athwal, Molly McHarg
Not pictured: Emelina Soares

T

he Peer Tutor Program at Virginia
Commonwealth University in Qatar
(VCUQatar) has now expanded its
team and services. On Thursday, November 8, three Peer Tutors – Rebal
Turjoman, Ardinny Razania, and
Mahnoor Ansari -- were recognized for
their completion of training during a
sash ceremony at VCUQatar. Dean
Allyson Vanstone congratulated the
new hires for their achievements and
bestowed each with a special sash.
Peer tutor positions are highly selective, and applicants must meet certain
criteria to be eligible to apply for the
positions: GPA of 3.0 or higher, strong
English and intrapersonal skills, and
recommendations from faculty. Once
selected, tutors complete a series of

training activities including workshops, readings, discussions, roleplaying, and observations. Upon completion, peer tutors begin tutoring in
writing.
The Program at VCUQatar offers an
opportunity for peer education
through the Qatar Foundation work
study program. VCUQatar is the only
institution that proudly employs students from other institutions – Weill
Cornell Medical College and Northwestern University. The Peer Tutor
Program began in fall 2011 and has expanded and flourished since its inception. For more information, email us
at: writingcenter@qatar.vcu.edu.
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Office of Academic Supplemental Instruction Services (OASIS)
Starts Year on Record Pace for Writing and Learning Assistance
Team OASIS of Texas A&M
University at Qatar tutored
over 2,400 hours last semester and can’t wait to do it
again this semester. OASIS
tutors facilitate learning
while inspiring and motivating students.

Legos to build the perfect
team member and supervisor. When asked to speak
about their design, tutors described team members as
people who support each
other, are proud of what they
do, grow together, and take
new members under their
As part of their training this
wing - to state just a few of
year, tutors were asked to get
the ideal characteristics they
in groups and use a set of
illustrated with their abstract

models. They described an
ideal supervisor as one who is
receptive to suggestions,
communicates openly, and
provides support to the team.
This activity was implemented to help show tutors the
importance of teamwork and
commitment.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE
By George Murdoch-UAE University, English Program

It was a pleasure to attend and
give a presentation at the recent
MENAWCA Conference in Doha. Excellent organization and
communication ensured that
everything ran smoothly, while
the presence of delegates from a
wide range of international institutions resulted in much ELT
experience and expertise being
swopped during the coffee and
lunch breaks (catering arrangements exceeded expectations!).
There was also the chance to
run into old acquaintances and

see familiar colleagues in an
entirely new setting.

attend at particular times. It can
also be quite accidental, even
farcical, as when a bemused
When reviewing the program
delegate finds himself sitting in
schedule beforehand, I was dea lecture theatre trying to make
lighted to find that the confersense of the presenter’s opening
ence theme, Creating a Culture
remarks. Eventually, after conof Writing, had resulted in the
sulting the program, he realizes
inclusion of a wide range of topthat he had actually planned to
ics related to developing writing
attend a session far away in a
centers and students’ writing.
room on the other side of the
Of course, each delegate’s route
building!
through a conference program
will be different. Choice of sessions depends on personal areas
of interest and availability to
Continued on next page…...
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REWARDING EXPERIENCE

Continued from page 3

The consolation is that ‘the wrong
session’ may sometimes prove to be
one of the most interesting!
My overall impression of the conference is that of having experienced a range of new perspectives
on the work of writing centers. The
value of exploring different approaches was well illustrated by
two sessions I attended. The first
was concerned with how psychological factors need to be considered when faced with research evidence showing less motivated students’ reluctance to write in English. The second focused was a discussion about plagiarism, which
made it clear that the problem is
not restricted to this region and
needs to be understood in the light
of student challenges, cultural factors, educational practices and
proper use of the Internet.

Another memorable session reported on the impact of an extensive
reading project in Nigerian schools.
The results showed that the project
had had a positive impact on children’s reading and writing skills.
The presenters’ report stimulated a
discussion about the goals of extensive reading and how it can be most
successfully introduced. I was also
delighted to chance upon a very
well-informed and attractive poster
display about the nature of the
reading process and how a writing
center can help create a culture of
reading.
The breadth of the presentations on
offer was encouraging since my own
talk looked at how the existing
Writing Center at UAE University
had influenced setting up its Speaking Center. One area that attracted
a number of questions was the role
of peer tutors. The audience was
interested in the rewards we offer
our student tutors. At UAEU we are
lucky to be able to pay peer tutors a
modest hourly fee in return for
their services. However, several participants pointed out that due to
budgetary constraints this would
not be possible in their institutional
context. The discussion then shifted
to how the work of peer tutors

in speaking centers (and writing centers)
could be rewarded in other ways. One
idea mentioned was giving student tutors impressive service certificates and
references detailing their duties and responsibilities. Such testimonials might
be of great value in view of the increasingly competitive job search that graduates are faced with these days.
Peer tutors can also be motivated by institutional support to attend local professional development events and international conferences. The value of such
experience was perfectly illustrated during the conference itself by the quality
and liveliness of the contributions by
student writing consultants running the
session about the translation-writing
process.
Another less tangible reward is the improved confidence and self-esteem that
peer tutors gain from being in a position
to help others. Perhaps it would be wise
in these times of reduced educational
funding in many countries for all educators to be more aware of that privilege
and reward!
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FB Status Update: My book is on Amazon
Click this link to get a copy

Bob Studholme. Abu Dhabi University, Al Ain UAE.

Last summer, I was teaching on a
summer school programme for
secondary school students and
my neighbour Eva showed me a
collection of poems written by
one of her students, Sara. I looked
at them and made the right sort
of noises – they were in English,
after all, and not only grammatically correct and showing ability
in terms of vocabulary, but well
formatted: put into a book and
with pictures added. One or two
were pretty good pieces of poetry,
but all were work the student was
proud of. She’d put them in a
book.
I’ve thought about publishing
student work before, of course.
We all have. As parents I’m sure
we’ve stuck things on the fridge.
As school teachers, we’ve surely
stuck them on the classroom or
corridor wall.
It’s necessary, isn’t it? We want to
pass the message that writing is
important. We want students to
think about their audience and
their needs and expectations. We
want to make use of the interaction between reward (it’s good so
it gets published) and carrot (you
need to correct these bits so it’s
good enough).
As teachers in the modern world,
we might have electronic walls to
stick things on. Perhaps a blog, or
a webpage where interested parties can come and read student

offerings (while mentally leaning
against the wall and chewing
gum, ‘cos some things should always be enabled).
Some lucky, lucky institutions
might even have funds to put together a real book. One you can
curl up on the sofa with. One that
says, ‘This is the real deal; stuff
worth putting into print and out
into the real world’.
But not many. And of those who
do, how many copies can they
afford to make? How far can they
distribute what they do produce?
Not many and not too far in most
cases, I’m sure.
I know how to get around this,
though. So I made Sara an offer
she couldn’t refuse.
“Would you like to publish this as
a digital edition, so your friends
can download it to their
smartphones, Kindles, Sony Readers, Nooks, iPads and laptops?” I
asked. “We can do it for free and
it will come up on Amazon.”
The answer was a very definite
yes. So I introduced Sara to
Smashwords, as I’d like to introduce you too.
Smashwords (http://
www.smashwords.com) is a site
for independent publishing. Essentially, you upload a document
(usually in Microsoft Word), to
the site where it is checked for
formatting by the Meatgrinder, a
programme which catches most

problems, and then converted
into a variety of digital formats
allowing it to be read on every
digital reader existing today. After
being checked by a human and
approved for premium status, it is
automatically released to Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Kobo,
Sony and the Apple Store, which
means the real book world. It’s a
lot bigger than the fridge.
What happens then depends on
how you handle promotion. In
Sara’s case, this involved a Facebook update, put out the day we
uploaded to Smashwords. I
helped her with her second book
the next day (she’s prolific, Sara).
The first book had been downloaded around 127 times. She had
three reviews.
Now granted, Sara set her book
price as free and has a lot of
friends on FB (she’s a teenage
girl). But that’s not bad for a book
of poetry. How different are your
students?
Wouldn’t they respond to the
idea that their writing could be, if
not quite on the same page as
Stephen King, on the same site?
Wouldn’t they be prepared to put
in extra effort to make their writing as good as it can be? After all,
star ratings, reviews and something to put on your cv hang on
doing so.
Continued on next page…...
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FB Status Update: My book is on Amazon
Click this link to get a copy

Continued from page 5

Don’t they also have lots of friends and relatives
who own electronic devices which can be used to
read digital editions of books? And wouldn’t they
blackmail all of them into getting hold of a copy,
especially if the copy is free?
Digital publishing is the fastest growing section
of the industry and the Internet the place for a
writer to be. Books, magazines, newsletters; they
can all go digital at no cost. Illustrations? Art
work? Easy to add.
Smashwords is one site through which you can
publish digitally. Amazon is another, through
KDP (Kindle Direct Publishing). Putting works
up on Amazon, however, means they can only be
found on Amazon and only for the Kindle. Submitting to Smashwords means the work will go
on Amazon as well and for all other devices too.

Smashwords offers an ebook (free) which gives
excellent advice on how to format Word docs so
as to minimise the problems of conversion. Once
past the grinder, your work is released on the
site. It can be seen by anyone interested and
downloaded anywhere in the world. It’s simple to
email people and tell them where they can get a
copy.
And that novel you have, sitting in the bottom
drawer? Now you know where to take it.

MENAWCA Executive Board Does Strategic Planning

On January 31 and February 1, 2013, the executive
board met in Muscat, Oman to do strategic planning.
Revising the constitution and planning for the Fall
2014 conference were among the agenda items discussed.

PLEASE FEED YOUR NEWSLETTER!!
The newsletter relies solely on member contributions. Please feel free to update us on what is happening in your writing centers. Teaching tips
related to writing are also welcome! Please send contributions to sherry.ward@qatar.tamu.edu. Thanks for reading; we hope you enjoyed this issue.
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